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Bubble here, Bubble there, Bubble here, Bubble there, 

Bubble everywhereBubble everywhere



The End of the American 

Dream: Mortgage 
securitization creates a Global 

Real Estate Bubble and a 

Consumption Boom by 

dissolving the traditional self-

regulating relationship between 

lender and borrower. The result: 

Game Over.



Can the United States recover from the rupture?Can the United States recover from the rupture?



Intergenerational Warfare? Intergenerational Warfare? 

� Boomers born 1946-1964 will all be 65 & 
over by 2030 and be 20% of US population

� Boomers have high social security 
entitlement and longevity expectations

� Boomers will control much of existing real 
estate & equity wealth

� Minorities 18-64 will be 46% of population 
by 2030

� How will this resource allocation problem 
be resolved?

Beast of 
Burden 

Voting Bloc



The Future of America?The Future of America?



““BigBig”” Government is not the ProblemGovernment is not the Problem

Systemic looting by the Economic Systemic looting by the Economic 

Elite is the ProblemElite is the Problem



50% of US GDP accomplishes what?50% of US GDP accomplishes what?



The Chinese AnomalyThe Chinese Anomaly

� Hybrid central command economy 

with outsourced production 

� Cheap Labor – urbanization of 1 

billion rural Chinese unleashed by 

the end of orthodox communism

� No Health & Safety for Workers

� No environmental emission 

controls

� No Unions to secure medical or 

pension benefits

� US Dollar Peg: the devil’s bargain 

of maintaining an undervalued 

renminbi by bankrolling the US 

trade deficit through the 

accumulation of US treasury debt

� FDI: foreign direct investment and 

technology transfer





Through technology we have created a rapid change of 

base planetary conditions which in the past have been 

achieved only through catastrophic events. It’s less about 

global warming trends and more about reaching tipping 

points with chaotic outcomes.

Anthropogenic Carbon Loading & Climate Change



ItIt’’s the rapid rise to unprecedented COs the rapid rise to unprecedented CO2 2 IevelsIevels

which is the problem, not which is the problem, not ““global warmingglobal warming””!!



25% increase in ocean acidity is resulting in a declining 25% increase in ocean acidity is resulting in a declining 

capacity to act as a carbon sink through shell formation.capacity to act as a carbon sink through shell formation.

Rapid acidity change couple with rising ocean Rapid acidity change couple with rising ocean 

temperature threatens to destabilize the ocean ecotemperature threatens to destabilize the ocean eco--

system and collapse the food chain. Enjoy your sushi system and collapse the food chain. Enjoy your sushi 

while you can.while you can.



Are you a Cost Dumper?

Net Takers
Zero Summers

Net Givers





Raw Material Supply ChannelsRaw Material Supply Channels

Source: BPSource: BPSource: BPSource: BP





“Eyes in the Sky”

“32 million surplus males”

Petro-Dollar Recycling?



$1.3 billion







Copper – Antares Minerals Inc



� Cliffs signs option to acquire up 
to 75% of Dewar by producing 
bankable feasibility study

� Purchases 15% equity stake in 
junior with 4 year standstill

� Nickel-iron alloy deposits have 
low grade but low processing 
costs that shield the mine from 
escalating energy and chemical 
costs to which sulphide & 
laterite mines are vulnerable

� First Point has proprietary tool 
to efficiently identify similar 
deposits open for staking





Melange “spice” Unobtainium

National Research Council:  “By critical is meant that the loss, reduced 
access to, or significant cost increase of a mineral or mineral product, would 

cause a serious disruption in manufacturing, reduction in performance, or 

unacceptable price increase, of a manufactured product. “

Rick Rule: “fraudium, scamium…”

Security of SupplySecurity of Supply



Chinese Rare Earth Chinese Rare Earth 

Policy in ActionPolicy in Action



Wakeup Call for the Rest of the WorldWakeup Call for the Rest of the World













Gold Matters because it does not MatterGold Matters because it does not Matter

20 m20 m20 m20 m

Only 5.2 billion ounces of Gold ExistOnly 5.2 billion ounces of Gold Exist



Approach #1: Develop existing ounces Approach #1: Develop existing ounces 

in the ground that a higher gold price in the ground that a higher gold price 

is putting into the money.is putting into the money.



Approach #2: Explore Approach #2: Explore 

for new deposits using for new deposits using 

innovative exploration innovative exploration 

methods or creative methods or creative 

geological sleuthing.geological sleuthing.



AtacAtac –– the next discovery wonder stock?the next discovery wonder stock?



Peregrine Diamonds (PGDPeregrine Diamonds (PGD--T) T) –– the next the next DiaDia Met?Met?





““Not to worry, China is in a BubbleNot to worry, China is in a Bubble””

China Bears Jim China Bears Jim ChanosChanos & Hugh Hendry& Hugh Hendry



The Carrington Event

1859 Geomagnetic Storm



In waiting for a In waiting for a ““real bottomreal bottom”” the doom & the doom & 

gloomersgloomers are missing the boat!are missing the boat!

Thank YouThank You
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